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Today’s lecture
Last time
       Why would you do a study?
       Which type of study should you pick?
       What research questions will your study answer?

This time
       Should you believe a study’s results?
       How do you analyze texts?
       How do you analyze quantitative data?
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Anatomy of a study
Unit(s) of analysis - what you’re studying
     You have lots of messy data. What thing in data are you studying?          
     row of data, member of population
     bugs, activities using UML class diagrams, design patterns...

Data - what you collected in study

Population - all members that exist

Construct - some property about member

Measure - approximation of construct computed from data
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Anatomy of a study of shapes
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(Some) types of validity
Validity = should you believe a result

Construct validity
       Does measure correspond to construct or something else?

External validity
       Do results generalize from participants to population?

Internal validity (experiments only)
       Are the differences between conditions caused only by experimental
           manipulation and not other variables? (confounds)
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Example: Typed vs. untyped languages
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Participants 26 undergrads

Setup

Task write a parser

new OO language 16 hr instructions

27 hrs

Conditions type system no type system

RESULTS

Developers with untyped version significantly faster 
completing task to same quality level (unit tests).

S. Hanenberg. (2009). What is the impact of static type systems on 
programming time? In the PLATEAU workshop, OOPSLA 09.

vs.
found errors at compile time errors detected at runtime



Exercise: Validity of type system study

Construct validity
       Does measure correspond to construct or something else?

External validity
       Do results generalize from participants to population?

Internal validity (experiments only)
       Are the differences between conditions caused only by experimental
           manipulation and not other variables? (confounds)

Other reasons you’re skeptical about results?
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Good (not perfect) study designs
Goals
       Maximize validity - often requires more
            more participants, data collected, measures
            longer tasks
            more realistic conditions

       Minimize cost - often requires
            fewer participants, data collected, measures
            shorter tasks
            less realistic, easier to replicate conditions

Studies are not proofs - results could always be invalid
       Don’t sample all developers / tasks / situations; measures imperfect

Goal is to find results that are 
       interesting
       relevant to research questions
       valid enough your target audience believes them
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Techniques for qualitative data analysis
Contextual design
       Set of models for understanding how work is done  

Content analysis / grounded theory
        Technique for analyzing texts
        Used both to find patterns in data & convert to quantitative data

Process models
        Models of steps users do in a task

Taxonomies
        What things exist, how are they different, and how are they related?

Affinity diagrams
       Technique for synthesizing many disparate observations or
            interpretations into a coherent whole
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Contextual design [Beyer & Holtzblatt]
Analysis technique designed for analyzing contextual inquiry data

But also useful as inspiration for similar models

Types of models
     Flow model - how work is broken up among people & coordinated
            What information flows between people
     Artifact model - things people create & interact with
            How structure of artifact influences work
     Cultural model - people & groups that influence how work is done
     Physical model - constraints of physical space
            Ways in which physical space influences work done
     Sequence model - structure of a task

Principles
      Model & interpret work being done
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Intent - what is sequence 
trying to achieve

Trigger - thing that causes
sequence to begin

Based on slides from Bonnie John and Jennifer Mankoff from HCI Methods at Carnegie Mellon

Step - action or thought
preceding action

Arrows - order of steps
(may have loops)

Lightning bolt - 
breakdown that occurred



Quantitative analysis of text
Examples of textual data:
         think-aloud transcripts, emails, bug descriptions, source code

Goal: quantitative analysis
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Content analysis
1. open coding - read through the text
             look for interesting things relevant to research questions
             add notes in the margin (or column of spreadsheet)
             add “codes” naming what you saw
             make up codes as you go, not systematic

2. axial coding - how are codes related to each other?
            look for patterns: causality, ordering, alternatives

3. selective coding - from initial codes, select interesting ones
            which codes found interesting things?
            from initial examples, build definition on when they are applied
            systematically reanalyze data and apply codes

4. second coder (optional)
            2nd person independently applies codes from definitions
            check for interrater reliability - if low, iterate defns & try again
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Example [LaToza+ FSE07]
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Research questions
       What is process developers go through in making a code change?
       How does developer experience influence this process?



Process models
How do users go about a task?
     Intent: what is their goal?
     Step: what action did they do? how much time? does it succeed?
     Breakdowns: problems that occur - wasted work, unable to do something
     Intent important to capture - less affected by alternative approaches

Example [Stylos & Clarke, ICSE07]
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Example 2 - Developer coding activity
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Circle size   % of time Edge thickness   % of transitions observed

Reproduce
Debug

Investigate

Test
6%

33%

28%

4%

11%

16% 5%Edit

Reuse

Compile
50%

50%
28%

40%

12%

20%

11%
86%

3%

22%

67%11%

14%

22%

20%

18%

29%

11%86%
3%

55%
32%

5%
6%

Thomas D. LaToza and Brad A. Myers. 2010. Developers ask reachability questions. In Proceedings of the 32nd ACM/IEEE 
International Conference on Software Engineering - Volume 1(ICSE '10), Vol. 1. ACM, New York, NY, USA, 185-194.



Taxonomies
What types of things exist? (e.g., biologists identify species)
       Build definitions - what qualities or properties do these things have?
       Distinguish definitions - what property(s) differ?
       Relationships often qualitative relationships based on how related
       Model usually associated with content analysis

Example [LaToza+ FSE07] - types of facts in code
       Changeable - developers thought alternatives existed
       Constraints - changing fact would change other facts
       Frozen - cannot change fact
       Hypotheses (speculation) or observed (seen in code)
       Hacks - bad design, should be changed
       True or false
       Code (about implementation) or requirements
       Overlooked (unintentional by original dev) vs. intended
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Affinity diagram
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How do you consolidate many observations / interpretations?

Bottom up analysis of data
       Interesting snippets in transcript
       Experimenter notes from sessions
       Interpretation attached to a piece of data       
       Notes independently generated from multiple experimenters
       Goal: LOTS (100s, 1000s) of small pieces of data

Process
       Write / Print data snippets onto 3 x 5 index cards
       Place one by one on a large wall
       Place cards next to similar cards to form topic clusters
       Label clusters with topic sticky notes
       Rearrange cards as new topics emerge
       Use hierarchical organization of topics to structure discussion of data
       



Example [LaToza+ ICSE06]
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Qualitative vs. quantitative
Qualitative analysis most useful for
      Figuring out what’s there, what’s being done
      What’s important?
      How are things done?
      Why is person doing / using / thinking something?
Limitations
      Small n: few examples, may not generalize
      Interpretations could be biased
            

Quantitative analysis most useful for
      Testing hypotheses
      Investigating relationships between variables
      Predicting
Limitations
      Lack interpretation

Therefore, great quantitative studies also do qualitative analysis
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Types of quantitative data analysis
Frequency
       How often do things occur? (counts, %s, avg times, ...)

Correlational
      How are multiple variables related? (correlations, ....)
      Estimate variable x from variables a, b, c (regression, classifiers, ....)

Controlled experiment (causal)
      Does a change in x cause a change in y?

Studies often use more than one
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Sampling a distribution
You have a sample of a population
      How likely are results on sample to differ from true population?

Solution: statistics!
     True population is described by a distribution (gaussian, poisson, ....)
     You took an unbiased sample of distribution to generate sample
     Infer parameters of distribution from your sample
     Use statistical formulas from distribution to 
             accept or reject hypothesis
             assign a range of possible values real population might have 
             understand how variables are related
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Frequency analysis
Good for
       % of time, questions, actions, activity, ...
       Range of times to do something
       

Range - minimum & maximum value
       Report confidence interval or standard deviation for uncertainty
       E.g., 95% of time, true value will fall in this range
       Can report numbers or plot w/ box plots

Measures of central tendency
       Mean: meaningful for distributions that aren’t skewed
       Mode: most frequent
       Median: midpoint value - better for skewed distributions

Useful to plot distribution of your data to see what it looks like
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Correlations
How is variable x related to variable y?
      -1 variables are perfectly inversely related
     0 no relation at all
     1   variables are always the same

Pearson’s r:
        r_xy = SUM(x_i - x_mean)(y_i - y_mean) / 
                     (n - 1) stdev_x * stdev_y
     

Has assumptions about nature of data in order to valid

Significance: how likely is this relationship do to chance?
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Regression
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Predict variable y using variables x_0, ..., x_n
      Useful for predicting y from other variables in data
      E.g., predict number of defects in code from features of code...

Infer best coefficients Beta_0, ..., Beta_n

Makes assumptions about nature of data, but fancier forms w/ fewer 
assumptions



Controlled experiment
Only way to argue causality - change in var x causes change in var y

Manipulate independent variables
     Creates “conditions” that are being compared
     Can have >1, but # conditions usually exponential in # ind. variables

Measure dependent variables (a.k.a measures)
     Quantitative variable you calculate from collected data
     E.g., time, # questions, # steps, ...

Randomly assign participants to condition
      Ensure that participants only differ in condition
      Not different in other confounding variables

Test hypotheses
     Change in independent variable causes dependent variable change
     E.g., t-test, ANOVA, other statistical techniques             
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Between subjects or within subjects
Between subjects - participants do one condition
     Compare between participants in different conditions
     Better for 
            small participant differences
            large ind variable effects
            longer tasks
     

Within subjects - participants do multiple conditions
      Compare between same participants in different conditions
      Better for 
            large participant differences
            small ind variable effects
            small interactions between tasks
                  (task1 doesn’t make task 2 easier)
      Use counterbalancing - 1/2 get task 1 first, 1/2 get task 2 first
             prevents confound of order
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Exercise: design a study to....
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Test if a new static analysis tool that finds bugs helps Java 
developers to be more productive than using Eclipse



Resources
Which statistical test should I use?

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  http://www.muhlenberg.edu/depts/psychology/docs/StatsDecision.pdf

Recommended statistical package

    JMP - www.jmp.com - designed for exploratory data analysis

General reference for quantitative data analysis

                    Robert Rosenthal & Ralph Rosnow. (2007). Essentials of Behavioral Research: Methods  
              and Data Analysis. McGraw-Hill.

General reference for qualitative data analysis

              Michael Quinn Patton. (2002). Qualitative Research & Evaluation Methods. Sage 
              Publications.
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Questions?
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